WMFK STEAM BINGO
Science

Technology

Engineering

Sit back to back with a
Mix baking soda and
friend. Give them
vinegar and watch the instructions on how to
chemical reaction!
draw a picture you've
drawn.

Create an obstacle
course - challenge
someone to do it!

Use a magnifying glass
Plant some seeds in a
to get up close and
pot or egg carton.
personal with some
Water regularly!
things around your
house.

Build a tall tower with
blocks, shoes, stuffed
animals, or... anything!

Overfil a cup - how
high can you get it?

Build a "telephone" with
two paper cups and
some string.

Go outside and look at
the moon. What phase
is it in right now?
(watch the phases
change for 3 days)

Using your voice and
no touching, "walk" a
blindfolded partner
through an obstacle
course.

Make a sourdough
starter with just flour
and water.
Let it sit on the counter
for a few days.

Play a game or put a
puzzle together

FREE SPACE
Build anything
you'd like!

Build a paper airplane
that can fly to the
other side of the room.

Art

Math

Make a drawing using Count the doors in your
your own pattern of
house - Don't forget
shapes.
the closets and
bathrooms!
♡⛉♦♡⛁♦

Design and draw your
dream house.

Measure the length of
your body in socks.

Make a map of your
bedroom, house, or
neighborhood.

Find the numbers 1-20
on things around your
house! See how high
you can go!

Fingerpaint with
shaving cream or
whipped cream and
food coloring.

Find some items in
your house and sort by
color, shape, or size!

Set up dominoes,
Go on a nature walk in
books, cards, or blocks
your back yard and
so that when you hit
use items found to
the first one, they all fall
make a collage.
down sequentially.

Does your house have
more...
people or pets?
hats or shoes?
chairs or books?
pencils or crayons?

